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HOW TO REACH
THE HIGHEST PEAK OF HUMAN BEAUTY?
I’LL REVEAL ALL!


Congratulations!
You, male or female, a religiously affiliated person or an atheist, are taking
benefits from the fourth update of my book.
First, I’d like to thank a lot of people who read this book and shared with people.
So, what benefits can you get from this ebook?
Know Greatest Truths of God and the wisest way to:
o solve most annoying beauty problems and become extremely
beautiful
o deal with discrimination based on skin color/gender/etc…and have
enough power to win and dominate the bad.
Know exactly how to become The Most Beautiful Man, Most Beautiful
Woman In The World
Know what The Highest Peak of Human Beauty is and the only way to
reach that high-spirited peak.
Live a peaceful, healthy, rich, beautiful and happy life with your own
beauty, strength and ability.
And more
Finish this book and you’ll know how to get those benefits.
Knowledge is just Power…in book/mind, but Applying Knowledge (Action) is
Power in Reality.
I hope you’ll get many benefits from my solutions and strongly share these
benefits with people around you!
All the best,
Khuong Dat Long

PREFACE


Challenge will become ‘Challenge’ if it itself makes us see great truths that will
make our life extraordinarily happy and meaningful.

I challenge anyone who can solve most annoying beauty problems, deal with
discrimination based on skin color/gender/etc…BY providing absolutely different
solutions. A person who can accept my challenge and make it real will be a Genius of
the world.

Khuong Dat Long
– How To Reach The Highest Peak Of Human Beauty? I’ll Reveal All!

ABOUT ME


I know a lot of people
who have had a huge confusion
in life: God and Science.

Believing
difficult,

while

in

God

is

believing

in

Science is much easier.

I don’t believe in God. I Know God.
Knowing (God) is much better than believing!

Science, Knowledge can help our life get better. The more science develops, the
more benefits we can get. However, there have been many vital things that couldn’t be
solved by science only. Even some sciential thing that has strongly developed has caused
serious problems that harm human life badly.
All of us, God’s children or atheists, need to have a correct thought on God and
science in order to get huge benefits in life.
Finish this book and you’ll see that clearly.
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Part 1
FIRST SERIOUS PROBLEMS AND
THE HIGHEST PEAK OF HUMAN BEAUTY

Male or Female, a religiously affiliated person or an atheist, do you feel
insecure of your Beauty1 (on the outside)? If you've ever had some beauty surgeries,
do you really feel better OR even worse? Even you have a NATURAL beauty that a
lot of people desire, do you still feel unsatisfied in yourself and have an inferiority
complex? Do you really feel incapable of getting beautiful? Are you afraid of
having the black on your foot? Even people called "the most beautiful man or
woman in the world" can also have this bad feeling...
Cosmetics, costumes, jewelleries...even beauty surgeries CAN'T BRING you
Real Beauty, Confidence, Happiness! They will become BIG obstacles if you use
them in order to try to believe and see that You're Beautiful!

Be Beautiful and Confident before Using Cosmetics, Costumes,
Trimmings and Losing/Gaining Weight!

Medical Science is a miracle to human health. Cosmetic or Plastic surgery in
some special situation is a life saving miracle to people who have serious
hurts. However, it is not a miracle to Human Beauty. How can they become
beautiful if too many people among us with a normal health (a healthy physique)
CAN'T feel beautiful or even feel INCAPABLE of getting beautiful?
“No one gives me a second look now,” said Richard Norris.

Although ‘beauty’ or ‘beautiful’ isn't the most commonly used adjective for men, it is used.
Moreover, information in this book is for everyone. Therefore, the word “beauty” or “beautiful” is
used commonly

1

1
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Image 1.3. Richard Norris2

"When somebody has a disfigurement or doesn't look as pretty as you, don't
judge them," Ms Connie Culp said. "You never know what happened to them and
you never know what might happen to you…it might all be taken away."

Image 1.4. Ms Connie Culp3

2

+Richard Norris, accidentally blew off half his face with a shotgun in 1997
+Had jawbones, teeth, tongue, muscles and nerves replaced during 36-hour operation at University of
Maryland involving 150 doctors and nurses in 2012 (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/)
3
Connie Culp (born March 26, 1963) is the first United States recipient of a partial face transplant, performed
at the Cleveland Clinic in December 2008. (wiki)

2
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There were even candidates of world beauty competitions who had
plastic/cosmetic surgeries make them beautiful. A lot of people who at least had a
plastic or cosmetic surgery can’t have the beauty as they wish. Especially, plastic or
cosmetic surgery can’t make human beauty last forever! It even, in some cases,
caused serious hurts (in both body and soul) for patients and the worst thing, their
death. Science has tried to find out standards, measures of human beauty, but it can
not make Beauty, those standards have even caused bad prejudices that harm our
life.
In some of the following Self Esteem Statistics, you can see:
- Only 4% of women around the world consider themselves beautiful (up
from 2% in 2004) • Only 11% of girls globally are comfortable using the word
beautiful to describe themselves • 72% of girls feel tremendous pressure to be
beautiful • 80% of women agree that every woman has something about her that is
beautiful but do not see their own beauty • More than half (54%) of women globally
agree that when it comes to how they look, they are their own worst beauty critic
(source: Dove Research: The Real Truth About Beauty: http://www.dove.us/SocialMission/Self-Esteem-Statistics.aspx)
-Nearly half (47%) of Canadian girls between the ages of 10 and 17 have
avoided social activities like going to the beach, participating in physical activities,
going to school or giving an opinion because they feel badly about the way they
look.

(source:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2017264/One-women-

leave-home-make-up.html#top)
-New research has confirmed that one in three women will never leave home
without make-up and nearly a third of women in Yorkshire, said putting their
makeup

on

is

the

most

important

part

of

the

day

(source:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2017264/One-women-leave-home-makeup.html#top)
3
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-Women feel that attending a job interview is the most stressful situation to
demonstrate flawless makeup, followed by nights out and dates. 31% also admit
that they feel a greater pressure to look better in the presence of other women as
opposed to trying to impress a man. (source: http://www.femalefirst.co.uk/lifestylefashion/stylebeauty/Confessions+of+a+beauty+addict+Shocking+stats+that+migh
t+just+sound+familiar+to+you-12482.html)

-88% of girls feel the need to “look perfect” {Khuong Dat Long: Hold on!
How many girls among nearly 7,5 billion people in this world (2017) can you count
for this statistic?!}
-60% of American women wear size 14 and higher. That’s over 50 million
women! according to American Demographics. Did you know the average
American woman is 5-foot-4 and weighs over 140 pounds and is a size 14?+
(source: https://storify.com/lululizbeth22/is-this-really-the-face-beauty)
-NYC.com reports that each of us is exposed to 400-600 ads per day, an
average of 40-50 million by age 60. 97% of the ads feature a woman in a degrading
image. 69% of girls reported (in a media study) that magazine pictures influenced
their idea of the perfect body shape and 47% of them wanted to lose weight because
of these ads. (source: https://storify.com/lululizbeth22/is-this-really-the-facebeauty)
-"Let's face it: Women aren't the only ones under pressure to look good any
more. The broad shouldered, sculpted and muscular bodies of the men in the movies
and "sexy men" contests have upped the male beauty quotient too." (source:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2099989/Ritu-Bhatia-Menpressured-looking-good-women.html)
-Men's grooming has come to the forefront of beauty magazines in the last
decade. The beginning of the "new man" and the "metrosexual" has meant that there
4
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is

more

pressure

on

men

to

look

their

best.

(source:

http://www.ehow.com/list_6851052_tips-increase-beauty-men html)
(Some of above statistics might be done a few years ago but they can bring
you some thought. Those are just some parts of a ‘picture’ which can be bigger)
We must have a miracle that is an ultimate solution for human beauty. That
miracle helps human become wonderfully beautiful (especially beauty on the
outside) and much more than that, it can ‘destroy’ all evil things (misconceptions,
prejudices, outrageousness) that harm human life. Especially, the solution has to
lead people to The Highest Peak Of Human Beauty: Beauty on the outside doesn’t
depend on the outside (appearance, figure, face, body, etc…). It makes you look at
yourself and others through your Humane eyes, not eyes of prejudices. It even
becomes a Holy Beauty.
That solution can make people with serious hurts such as Ms Connie Culp,
Charla Nash or Mr Richard Norris get their confidence back and become amazingly
beautiful. That miracle will abolish beauty prejudices in this world and bring people
like that real beauty and happiness.
Especially, the solution can make someone become The Most Beautiful
Person (in the high-spirited denotation) who must help others become happily
beautiful and reach the top.

5
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Part 2
GOD’S POWER:
GOD’S BEAUTY TRUTH
So, the matter is: how can you become amazingly beautiful in and outside,
especially beauty on the outside? We focus on the outside because this book whose
one of main targets makes you (male/female) solve most annoying beauty problems,
become extremely beautiful and reach the highest beauty peak. Here’s the answer:

1. Trust Your Own Beauty
2. Take

100%

Responsibility

For

Your

Beauty

(Decisions)
3. You Always Have A Unique Physique and Beauty.
4. Separate Health And Beauty. No Matter How Your
Health Is, You Are Always Beautiful. Take Care Of
Your Invaluable Health Carefully.
5. Never Accept Being Ugly.
6. Get Beauty To Increase Your Human Worthiness.
7. Overcome All Of Bad Feelings About Your Beauty
And Make Changes Successively until You're
Extremely Beautiful!
8. Pursue Truth Both In And Outside.
9. Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look At Yourself
And Others
10. DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH TO LIVE.

6
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The above ten important things themselves are God’s (Jesus’) instructions.
They are certainly not only for Christians. They are a miracle of human beauty to
all of us1.

ONE MIRACLE WORD THAT HELPS YOU BECOME AMAZINGLY
BEAUTIFUL!

Ten vital things above are from God. Without them, no human is truly
beautiful in and outside (especially the outside). Without them (especially the
commandment 9 and 10), human is absolutely incapable of getting truly beautiful
on the outside and inside. They are commandments of God because only God’s
Things do abolish worst prejudices of beauty (evil things). Science can help, but
can’t make people “look at yourself and others through your Humane eyes, not eyes
of prejudices”. Religion plays such a significant role in the lives of most of people
all over the world. Without those new 10 commandments of God (called 10 Beauty
Commandments of God), people never feel beautiful and happy with their own
beauty. Therefore, keeping and doing the above 10 important things are the only
way to reach the highest peak of human beauty.
“The highest peak of Human Beauty Beauty on the outside doesn’t depend on the outside. You
look at yourself and others through your Humane eyes, not
eyes of prejudices. It even becomes a Holy Beauty.”
(Khuong Dat Long)
The Beauty Commandment 10 “Do Use GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH To
Live" is the most important one. It has an ultimate power that makes a human
become amazingly beautiful or even become The Most Beautiful Person (who has a
Beauty Meridian and helps other people {especially people with serious hurts}
become extremely beautiful).
1

I will also show how atheists reach the highest peak of beauty in part 3.

7
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What is God’s Beauty Truth?
The new commandment 10 says that:

"God Is Beautiful.
You're God's Child.
You're Beautiful!"
Only with three short sentences above, it makes people with serious hurts
such as Ms Connie Culp, Isabelle Dinoire, Charla Nash or Mr Richard Norris
become happily beautiful. They can’t but look extraordinarily beautiful. It can make
a person become The Most Beautiful Man or The Most Beautiful Woman2 that is
really high-spirited. This is the most important commandment among God’s Ten
Beauty Commandments!

Why Can’t You But Look Beautiful Happily With God’s Beauty Truth?
People such as Connie Culp or Richard Norris need a special medical
treatment. Cosmetic or Plastic surgery in this special situation is a life saving
miracle to people who have serious hurts. It is really a Medical Miracle. However,
how can they be beautiful if a lot of people among us with a normal health (a
healthy physique) can’t feel beautiful or even feel incapable of getting beautiful and
accept being ugly?
Beauty (our physique, outside and inside) is from God's Truth:
2

I hold these people in high esteem because they are the ones who really want people to be
beautiful and happy. The title “The Most Beautiful Man or The Most Beautiful Woman” for them is
absolutely different from the same title people are using now.

8
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"God is Beautiful.
You're God's Child.
You're Beautiful!"
This is the simplest Truth of God and it’s also the shortest, simplest way to
be extremely beautiful!
You still haven’t understood, have you?
Now, let's try to object to that and you'll understand why that Beauty Truth
has an ultimate power inside it:
 With eyes of prejudices, bad people think or call you "Ugly", even
treat you badly (Unfortunately, there are a lot of people over the world
who also think or call themselves "Ugly")
 That also means "Your God is Ugly" (I don't want to write it down,
but make you undertand it, I have to). You're a child of your God.
Calling or thinking of you like that means they (or yourself) are
thinking and calling your God the same word.
So, if the bad or yourself thinks or calls you (and others) "ugly", this means
they or yourself are objecting to God! It’s simple to understand that. Just try
thinking about this: if you’re a father or a mother and you love your child deeply,
you see bad people call your child ‘ugly/fat/pig/disgusting/etc…’ and treat him/her
badly, you will feel hurt and deeply feel they are objecting to you, won’t you?
Recently, people all over the world have seen a businessman who won an
election to become a country leader insulted many women he didn’t like by calling
them “fat”, “pig”, “disgusting”, “fat ass”…Do you think he is objecting to God? If

9
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you are a father or a mother, are you sure you won’t be angry and feel hurt when the
bad calls your children with such rude words like that?
An important thing you must know: every power and wonder come from
yourself first. When I said “…if the bad or yourself thinks or calls you (and others)
‘ugly’, this means they or yourself are objecting to God”, which is much more
important: “they” or “yourself”? Of course, it’s you. Think about this carefully by
yourself.
Maybe you'll feel confused or you can't understand it well. People may ask
“But God and I are not the same! God is God. How can you (Khuong Dat Long) say
that ‘You’re beautiful’ because of ‘Your God is beautiful’?” or “How can you
conclude like that?”…
I have to say I was, of course, the first person in this world who knew those
three miracle sentences from my God. I had many questions for myself and I tried
to understand what it meant deeply. The best way for you to understand that:
Think about it by yourself.
However, I have a question that makes it easier for you:
“Why do you accept being ugly, while your God is beautiful?”
Remember: You’re the child of your God!
Think much more about it by yourself. Time will help you "talk with" your
God and understand this wonderfully.
After understanding God’s Beauty Truth, you only need to remember those 3
miraculous sentences in the shortest way as the following guide:

10
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A MIRACLE WORD THAT PUSHES
YOU TO THE HIGHEST PEAK OF
BEAUTY:
"God is Beautiful.
You're God's Child.
You're Beautiful!"

God's Beauty Truth

God**
You only need to remember the phrase "God's Beauty Truth" or the special
word “God**” in order to remember the important meaning of three miraculous
sentences immediately.
With God's Beauty Truth, people with serious hurts such as Ms Connie Culp,
Isabelle Dinoire, Charla Nash or Mr Richard Norris are amazingly beautiful. Of
course, they must trust in, love and adore their God honestly. People will see
their beauty on the outside clearly and respect them. The only difference between

11
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them and others is Health. They have the same beauty as all of us and each of us has
a unique beauty!
What about people who don’t have God to look to? How can they use the
beauty truth of God while they are atheists? Please read the next part and I’ll reveal
all.
A person (male/female) who trusts his/her own beauty, looks at
himself/herself and others with humane eyes, pursues truth both in and outside…and
loves God in order for him/her to become amazingly beautiful and live strongly is
really full of nervous energy and can’t but look so beautiful. That must be a person
who trusts in, loves and adores God.
Your Beauty. Your Happiness and Life. Always love your God and stay with
your God.

ACTION:
1. You now know how to solve most annoying beauty problems and become
extremely beautiful; know what The Highest Peak of Beauty is and how to
reach it. You need to remember new 10 commandments of God, but I’ll help
you do that easily in the next part. Now you only need to remember the most
important content: God’s Beauty Truth
"God is Beautiful.
You're God's Child.
You're Beautiful!"

12
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2. Anytime, anywhere you think about your beauty or make a beauty decision,
you have to use God’s Beauty Truth to get what you really want. Especially,
when you have to face a beauty problem, use the above beauty truth of God.
3. Keeping and doing God’s 10 Beauty Commandments are the only way to
reach the highest peak of human beauty.
4. If you have any doubt, please wait until you see My Challenge.

13
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Part 3
GOD’S POWER:
GOD’S ROOT TRUTH

Male or Female, a religiously affiliated person or an atheist, whatever your
skin color is, do you feel afraid of discrimination (based on race/gender/etc...) at
work, school? Do you even get angry when seeing the bad discriminate against you
and other people? Do you really feel hurt because you feel incapable of combating
the racist, sexist?
Even a country with most advanced sciences and technologies has been
incapable of getting rid of discrimination!

How To Deeply Solve Discrimination Problems In The Wisest Way?

78 years ago, Hattie McDaniel was the first African American who won the
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress as Mammy in ‘Gone with the Wind’
(1939). She said in her Oscar speech “I sincerely hope I shall always be a credit to
my race and to the motion picture industry”. She couldn’t attend the premiere
of ‘Gone with the Wind’ because all black actors were barred from attending and
‘banned from appearing in advertisements for the film in the South’1.
That’s merely one of uncountable stories that have been happening around
the world.
Discrimination is a teaser that needs solving deeply. Discrimination can
happen everywhere all over the world. Skin color, besides a matter of Beauty, can
actually create the ugliest thing, Discrimination, even at the first time when
someone looks at others.

1

Info source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hattie_McDaniel
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Eyes of Prejudices don’t absolutely make anyone in the world become
beautiful in- and outside. They, the most disgusting and ugliest eyes, even cause the
worst thing: Racism. Racism is in strong connection with Beauty on the outside
(skin color and physical features).

Change ‘eyes’ of prejudices, your and people’s destiny will be changed
spectacularly!
“Eyes of prejudices” are the main culprit that make beauty and especially
discrimination problems worse and worse. There’re a lot of people in the world who
have had to suffer discrimination just because of

their outside. That’s their

everyday trauma (especially in their soul). I don’t really need to describe how
Discrimination is or its definition in this ebook. If you want, you can find
information, explanations about them in various documents or sources on internet. I
believe you may at least understand, have learnt something about it or even
experienced it in your life. From November 2016 until now, do you think racism
has been covering up USA? We were seeing demonstrators taking to the streets
across the country overnight2 to protest a man called “a racist and sexist” by a 22year-old political science student in Berkeley. We are now beholding many

2

Info source: http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/10/us/trump-election-protest-berkeley-oakland.html?_r=0
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objections or boycotts taking place directly or indirectly, noisily or silently.
Actually, they are protesting not only one man but also one of the worst things to
human beings: Discrimination.

Now, what all of us need is an ultimate solution for the problem.

What is a solution for this teaser?
First, we need to analyse the teaser a bit:
 A person/a group/a community/etc acts superior and behaves
badly towards others whose skin color-race/gender/etc are
different. People who are discriminated against are ranked as
inferior.
 That means there is a disparity/an unfairness
Therefore, if we’d like to solve this teaser, we have to:
 look for one thing that abolishes unfairness deeply
If we want to solve Discrimination (based on skin color-race/gender/etc…),
We have to look for one supreme thing that does abolish unfairness deeply.

So, what is one supreme thing which deeply abolishes unfairness?
Once again, God’s Power, God’s Greatest Truths (called 10 beauty
commandments of God), especially the commandment 9 and 10 are the most
important ‘key’, the answer for this teaser. However, this time (for this problem)
there’s one change:
Instead of:
9. Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look At Yourself And Others
10. DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH TO LIVE.
16
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This time, the ‘key’ solving this teaser is:
9. Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look At Yourself And Others
10. DO USE GOD'S ROOT TRUTH TO LIVE.
What is God’s Root Truth?

"God Is Holy Parent
We’re God’s Children”

That means:
"God Is Holy Parent
I’m God’s Child
So Are You.”

Or:

"God Is Holy Parent
You’re God’s Child
So Am I!”

17
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Differences in race, skin color, gender, etc…are meaningless when we are
children of God (Jesus, Shiva, Buddha, Allah or Other Gods)! That power will
abolish unfairness deeply.
People who actually experience or suffer discrimination and especially
people who behave badly towards others (because of prejudices) must know that
truth.

What do you think about the following questions that can be found in some
places on internet:
 Which skin color do you think is beautiful?
Dark skin (brown or black) or Light skin (white or fair)?
 Who are God’s children?
Dark-skinned or Light-skinned people?
 Who is beautiful and talented: “black people” or “white people” or
“yellow people”?
 etc…
Those are the questions coming from racism/discrimination and they always
make humans feel inhumane. Many people even called others with disrespectful
words and treated them badly just because of their different skin color (their
outside). In fact, they were thinking about different races consciously or
unconsciously. Bad people just look at others’ different skin colors or physical
features and behave badly towards them. The bad lets their eyes of prejudices win
and control them.

Behind skin colors, we can see the worst teaser.
It is not only a matter of beauty.

18
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You can see and use a huge power from God’s Root Truth: You’re God’s
Child, So Am I or I’m God’s Child, So Are You. We are God’s children no
matter what our skin color/race/nation/sexuality/education/etc is!
 Who dares to say and affirm that he or she is a child/person of God
because he/she is a black/white/yellow/etc person?
 Who dare to say to their God that they are God’s children/people,
while they create the worst unfairness?
The supreme thing deeply abolishes unfairness: God’s Root Truth - We’re
God’s Children.

"God is Holy Parent
You’re God’s Child
So Am I.
We’re God's Children!"

Why Does The Root Truth of God Deeply Solve Discrimination Problems?
Now, just the same as God’s Beauty Truth, let's try to object to that and
you'll understand why that Root Truth has an ultimate power in it:
 With eyes of prejudices, bad people look at your outside (especially
your different skin color and physical features), then think and call
you "black person" or “white person” or “yellow person”,
etc…disrespectfully and treat you badly (Unfortunately, there are
many people over the world who also consider their original skin
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color to be ‘ugly’ (because of bad prejudices-beauty prejudice) and
feel bad about their origin/race. They are hurting themselves and
others who have the same skin color and race)
 That also means they, the bad, think and act like "They are superior or
have something superior and You are inferior or have something
inferior". Thinking about you, calling you or treating you like that
mean they are thinking, calling and treating your God the same.
Remember: You're a child of your God
So, if the bad or you yourself thinks, calls and treats you (and others) badly
just because of your or others’ different skin color/race, this means they or you
yourself are objecting to God! Why? Just try thinking about this: if you’re a father
or a mother, you see the bad call your child cruel words (the ‘N’ word, for
example) and discriminate against the child badly, you will deeply feel they are
objecting to you, won’t you?
One important thing I want to say, if the bad or you thinks, calls or treats you
or others like that, this means they or you are certainly objecting to God; We are
children of God and there’s no discrimination in skin color, race, country,
sexuality, etc… among us. If there’s a discrimination among us, it only can be one
thing (after finishing this book, you’ll know what it is).
Differences in race, skin color, gender, etc…are meaningless
when we are children of God (Jesus, Shiva, Buddha, Allah or Other
Gods)! That power will abolish unfairness deeply.
-Khuong Dat LongBeauty doesn’t depend on the outside: cosmetics, makeups, thriftless
costumes, trimmings, surgery, body weight, sexuality, education, finance,

20
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etc…Beauty even doesn’t depend on facial features, body shape and of course, skin
color doesn’t absolutely determine your beauty and worthiness.

HUMAN

HISTORY

PROVED

MY

WORDS

AND

AFFIRMATION

CORRECT!
And it is happening exactly as what I affirmed!
Do you think racists are God’s children? If a person thinks or says that “I’m
God’s child/person. He/she (someone) is also God’s child/person, but my race, my
country/people are more advanced, my level of education is higher, my financial
conditions are better, etc…” or “I did/created (a lot of things) better than them”, is
discrimination considered a truth/axiom (a natural of life)?
I just answer: Ask your God about that and simpler, try to ask people around
you about that. If you discriminate against others (because of prejudices), treat them
based on discrimination and you consider that as an ‘anxiom’, the world (people
and God) will automatically discriminate against you by your own ‘anxiom’*3.
Recently, I have read an online article that wrote about a country leader who
used racist, sexist words or speech in his presidential campaigns to attract voters
and media as most as possible. The article analyzed that was his strategy based on
cruel discrimination. It also said to readers that a different strategy the leader was
using after achieving his goals. That article brings to my mind some thought on
unethical behavior in business.
While people/children of God always try to combat discrimination, the bad
who objects to God and is the archenemy of God (and human beings too) always
Instead of “axiom”, I still keep the word “anxiom” in my affirmation. Please read Appendix 1 or
click this link to read my special explanation: http://khuongdatlong.com
3
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tries to amplify it directly or indirectly, noisily or silently. These bad people even
use dirty rotten strategies based on some kind of discriminations (it also is
considered dirty rotten marketing campaigns or strategies nowadays) in order to
achieve their evil ambitions. For example, a company (or a businessman) which
first uses its racist speechs or ads to attract more customers, even public media. The
company knows many of them (customers and/or media) will fight against those
racist speechs/ads (by raising their voices, complaining, objecting, etc…) and
combat discrimination. However, the company/businessman also knows that will
help get and keep media’s and countless customers’ attention. Even after the
company achieves its goals, it can use a new strategy that is quite the reverse. At
this time, the company/businessman will use new speechs/ads opposite the ones
used at the earlier time in order to take customers’ satisfaction/support back. If the
company or the man doesn’t use the strategy that is quite the reverse, it may use
some kind of strategy that tries to please people and public media. The purpose of
unethical company/businessman is to get supporters (from people and media) as
most as possible and achieve more goals.
Some business or marketing books can show you dirty ways the bad can use
to get what they want. However, the world knows: Using dirty rotten marketing
campaigns or strategies based on discrimination is Objection to Human Beings and
it absolutely is the archenemy of Human Beings. Certainly, it also is Objection to
God and it is the archenemy of God, no matter what their ambition is.
Many people will ask: “After they get what they want, even if they do the
reverse (such as they start to criticize the discrimination or even call to stop the
discrimination that they used to use to achieve their goals), are they innocent and
will we support the company/ businessman?”
What about hurts of people who were discriminated against by the
company/businessman? Will we support the company/businessman while
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hurts/hatreds created by their discrimination still remain? Many people can
recognize the company/businessman is just trying to please customers and media to
get more things. Human history proves the bad has to heavily pay for their cruel
actions until they don’t have anything to pay for.

HUMAN HISTORY and At Least Over 5 Million People4 All Over The World
Automatically Proved My Words And Affirmation (Mentioned In This Ebook
7 Months Ago) Correct!
Only within two days (from January 21 2017 – January 23 2017), over 5
Million People All Over The World proved it strongly!
If you discriminate against others (because of prejudices), treat
them based on discrimination and you consider that as an ‘anxiom’,
the world (people and God) will automatically discriminate against
you by your own ‘anxiom’*5.
(Khuong Dat Long)
I provided my solution for this teaser and wrote the red lines (in the second
update of my ebook) in the past June 20166 and from November 2016 until now
(January 2017), all of us have been beholding it is happening exactly (as what I
affirmed above) in USA with recent events (demonstrations, fightings, objections or
boycotts). Do you know about 2017 Women’s March7 with, at least, over 5
4

Statistics appeared on internet in 23 January 2017. Source: https://www.womensmarch.com/
Instead of “axiom”, I still keep the word “anxiom” in my affirmation. Please read Appendix 1 or
click this link to read my special explanation: http://khuongdatlong.com
6
nd
Please read the 2 update of book again: http://khuongdatlong.com/index.php?board=32.0
7
(Wiki: The 2017 Women's Marches are a series of political rallies that are taking place in cities
around the world since January 21, 2017, to stand for women's rights and a variety of other causes
including immigration reform, and health care reform; protection of the natural environment,
LGBTQ rights; the rights of Muslims, racial justice, and workers' rights. | Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Women%27s_March)
5
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million protesters8 who marched all over the world (70 countries)9!? If you finish
this book, I believe you can see and know what will happen later.

Women’s March in Washington, D.C.

Women’s March in London

Look at what is happening in reality and how the truth works! Now I have to
repeat it (the solution):

8

Statistics appeared in 23 January 2017. Source: http://news.zing.vn/5-trieu-nguoi-bieu-tinh-phandoi-trump-tren-toan-the-gioi-post715564.html
9
Statistics appeared in 23 January 2017. Source: http://news.zing.vn/5-trieu-nguoi-bieu-tinh-phandoi-trump-tren-toan-the-gioi-post715564.html
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"God is Holy Parent
You’re God’s Child
So Am I.
We’re God's Children!"
So, if the bad or you thinks, calls and treats you or others badly just because
of your or others’ different skin color/race/gender/etc…, this means they or you
yourself are objecting to God!
“Eyes of prejudices” are the main culprit that make beauty and especially
discrimination problems worse and worse.
If you discriminate against others (because of prejudices), treat
them based on discrimination and you consider that as an ‘anxiom’,
the world (people and God) will automatically discriminate against
you by your own ‘anxiom’*.

You're beautiful no matter what your skin color is, or no matter what your
nationality/race,/sexuality/etc is. Remember, your real skin color can ‘tell’ people
about your root (origination). Do you love your own origination? Many people
realize that a person with eyes of prejudices feels bad about their natural skin color
and will try to change his/her real skin color in order not to look ugly because of
society’s beauty prejudice. With 10 beauty commandments – God’s Beauty&Root
Truth - one day you’ll see that changing your skin color (in order to look beautiful
because of prejudices) is so meaningless.
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We have different (biological) roots, but we have the same root that is
extraordinarily holy and that holy root is the ultimate answer (solution) for the
teaser.
Finally, you already had the answer:
If we want to solve Discrimination (based on skin
color/race/gender/etc…),
We have to look for one supreme thing that does abolish
unfairness deeply.
It is God’s Power: GOD’S ROOT TRUTH

HOW CAN AN ATHEIST WHO DOESN’T HAVE GOD USE GOD’S
POWER AND REACH THE HIGHEST PEAK OF HUMAN BEAUTY?
How can atheists solve most annoying beauty problems and deal with
discrimination while they don’t have God to look to?
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS: Do you have any question like the following
ones in your mind when reading this ebook?
 "How can I reach the highest peak of Beauty if I am not a Christian
or a religiously affiliated person or if I’m an atheist?" or “Are
solutions in this book for Christians only!?”
 “Will I have to follow Jesus or a God to get benefits?”
 “What to do if people who don’t identify with any religious group
or even people who have God still have discrimination based on
skin color/other factors and still behave badly towards others?”
 “How can I (an atheist) use God’s Root Truth (to deal with
discrimination problem) if that truth is only for God’s people?”
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 "There’re many people who don't believe in God’s existence. How
can you (Khuong Dat Long) conclude that they object to God who
doesn’t exist!?”; “Are Christians the only ones who can reach that
peak? What about people belonging to the other religions?"
 "They, Christians, are extremely beautiful because of their 10
beauty commandments. How about the others?"
 “New 10 commandments (10 beauty commandments) are only for
those who have a religious belief (in general) and Christians (in
particular), aren’t they?”
 “I have a different religion. If I follow and do those commandments
in order to become extremely beautiful (or solve discrimination),
that means I’ll have to follow Jesus who is not my God?”
 etc
First, you should look at my solution once again:

1. Trust Your Own Beauty
2. Take

100%

Responsibility

For

Your

Beauty

(Decisions)
3. You Always Have A Unique Physique and Beauty.
4. Separate Health And Beauty. No Matter How Your
Health Is, You Are Always Beautiful. Take Care Of
Your Invaluable Health Carefully.
5. Never Accept Being Ugly.
6. Get Beauty To Increase Your Human Worthiness.
7. Overcome All Of Bad Feelings About Your Beauty
And Make Changes Successively until You're
Extremely Beautiful!
8. Pursue Truth Both In And Outside.
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9. Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look At Yourself
And Others
10. Do Use GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH To Live.
Do Use GOD’S ROOT TRUTH To Live
However, this time I’ll rewrite it in a new way in order for you to remember
it easily:

"Trust Your Own Beauty
Take 100% Responsibility
Because It's Your Unique Physique.
Separate Health And Beauty,
Never Accept Being Ugly.
Get Beauty To Increase Worthiness
Overcome All Of Bad Feelings
Pursue The Truth, In And Outside.
Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look
DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH TO LIVE.
DO USE GOD'S ROOT TRUTH TO LIVE."

Many people realize that the above important things are not only for those
who have a religious belief. To make it easier, I have a question for you, especially
for atheistic people:
Do you know about 10 commandments that God gave Moses on Mount Sinai
to serve as principles of moral behavior for the human race? Do you think they are
only for Christians and only Christians keep and do those vital things to live?
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“…
Honor your father and your mother.
You shall not murder.
You shall not commit adultery.
You shall not steal.
You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.
You shall not covet.”
(extracted from 10 commandments of God) 10

There’re many commandments of God that are principles of moral behavior
for human beings, not only for Christian. The same for God’s new 10
commandments (10 Beauty Commandments of God).
And what is more?

Reveal A Great Truth About The Bad Who Discriminates Against People and
The Wisest Way To Deal With Discrimination
Someone may ask: “Racists who are atheists still discriminate againsts other
people because they have no God, so they have no fear and have no God to object
to. How can we stop them from behaving badly towards others?”
First, you need to reread things explained above (about important questions).
Then, fortunately, we, religiously affiliated adults and children, and atheists
are living together and being influenced by general moral behaviors, law and social
relations. Remember, in this world “more than eight-in-ten people identify with a
religious group” says a new comprehensive demographic study of more than 230
countries and territories conducted by the Pew Research Center’s Forum on
Religion & Public Life.” 11; “There are 5.8 billion religiously affiliated adults and

10
11

Info source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ten_Commandments
Info source: http://www.washingtontimes.com/blog/watercooler/2012/dec/23/84-percent-world-population-

has-faith-third-are-ch/
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children around the globe, representing 84 percent of the 2010 world population of
6.9 billion,” the analysis states12.
Therefore, we are living in God’s world. Affection is an important factor. If
they behave badly towards others based on discrimination (based on skin color or
other factors), they object to not only God but also the world (people who are
around them). People who have no religious belief (have no God to believe and
look to), if treating other people badly, that means they still object to God. Why?
They don’t believe in the existence of a God , but they are living together with
“more than eight-in-ten people identify with a religious group” (God’s world) and
as what I said, “they are being influenced by general moral behaviors, law and
social relations”.
If the racist, sexist is an atheist or an Anti-God, what will we do? Many
people think that bad people who discriminate against human beings and don't
believe in God's existence won’t fear God’s punishment. However, History/Reality
proves that they, the bad (even the cruelest people/leaders), always fear real
punishments from God’s children/people. History always proves and shows us that:
“Good always triumphs over evil” and “Curses come home to roost”. The cruelest
people or leaders (in history) always had to heavily pay for their actions in the end.

“So, if the bad thinks God doesn’t exist (while they are
living in God’s world), why do they always fear real
punishments from God’s people and have to heavily pay for
their cruel actions in the end?”
-Khuong Dat Long-

12

Info source: http://www.washingtontimes.com/blog/watercooler/2012/dec/23/84-percent-world-populationhas-faith-third-are-ch/
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Remember: people of God can be police, lawyers, doctors, scientists,
presidents, etc…
The worst thing, actually they are objecting to themselves although they
don’t perhaps recognize that. Reason? Behaving unkindly or even cruelly towards
people (because of their prejudices) indicates they “voluntarily allow” others to do
the same. As a result, they, bad ones, also are behaved the same (because of some
form of prejudices) or/and have to pay a heavy price. Of course, this is a bad
affection. People often say: “We reap as we sow”.
How about a great affection? When people respect and treat each other
kindly; when you use God’s Beauty and Root Truth and inner eyes (humane eyes)
to look at someone, they’ll do the same. That will be a great affection. Therefore,
the commandment 9 and 10 are the vital answer, the ‘main key’ to settle the worst
teaser. We also don’t forget to combine that ‘key’ with law, education and social
relations (or other factors such as policies, technology, etc).
As long as you do humane/good things, win and power are totally yours.
Furthermore, moral behaviors are not only for Christians as explained above. The
same for Ten Beauty Commandments: God’s Beauty&Root Truth.
“Can atheistic people reach the highest peak of human beauty?”. This
question will have to be answered by themselves, of course. To me, that highspirited peak is always for those who “Don't use eyes of prejudices to look at
themselves and others”, don’t let eyes of prejudices control their mind and
behaviours…whatever they have or don’t have a religious belief. However, I see
that people who don’t have God to believe in and look to will have to face one huge
difficulty. A mirror will ‘tell’ what it is. Eyes are actually one of their biggest
obstacles.
 Who can be a beautiful person in- and outside if he/she accepts being
ugly or uses his/her eyes of prejudices to look at others and even
himself/hersef?
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 Who dare to say to their God that they are God’s children, whereas
they create the worst unfairness?
If God’s Greatest Truths or God’s Ten Beauty Commandments (as well as
Ten Commandments that God gave Moses) were for/applied by Christians only; if
only people identifying with a religious group could reach that peak, it’d create a
new unfairness even worse: discrimination based on religion. If so, 10
commandments and 10 beauty commandments could not be from God.
Therefore, God’s Beauty and Root Truths are first for human beings.

ACTION:
1. Remember the most important content: God’s Root Truth
"God is Holy Parent
You’re God’s Child
So Am I.
We’re God's Children!"
2. The wisest way to have enough power and combat discrimination is to use
GOD’S ROOTH TRUTH. Don’t forget that we, religiously affiliated adults
and children, and atheists are living together and being influenced by general
moral behaviors, law and social relations. Moral behaviors, law, social
relations and other factors (such as policies, education, technology) will be
main helpful supports.
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Don’t forget to combine that ‘key’ with law, education and social
relations (or other factors such as policies, technology, etc).
3. “Eyes of prejudices” are the main culprit that make discrimination problems
get worse and worse. No matter what you are a religiously affiliated person
or an atheist, please always remember: If you discriminate against others
(because of prejudices), treat them based on discrimination and you consider
that as an ‘anxiom’, the world (people and God) will automatically
discriminate against you by your own ‘anxiom’*. It is the real power for all
of us to protest the evil thing and the solution to deal with/abolish
discrimination. Look at human history that is happening at this time in the
world, you’ll behold it very clearly.
4. The faster people know about God Greatest Truths (especially God’s Root
Truth), the faster they have power to triumph over the bad and the faster
they won’t have to suffer cruel discrimination. Of course, the least hurts
appear! Therefore, share solutions in this ebook with your friends, family or
anyone by copying (not clicking) and sharing this link with them (after
finishing this ebook):
http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com
5. Join God Anxiom’s Day13 and 11 God Anxiom’s Preparation Days to show
your supports for Human Equality, Anti-Discrimination and show your Love
for your God!
6. Discriminating against people (because of prejudices) is Objection to God
and Human Beings. It is a heavy Sin in the eyes of God because it badly
hurt children of God (and atheists, too). Have you ever thought: “If God
exists, why doesn’t God appear and destroy the bad who objects to Him and
human beings?”
If you have any doubt, please wait until you see My Challenge.
13

Read about this event at Appendix 1
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Part 4
GOD’S POWER:
THE LAST GREATEST SECRET (TRUTH) OF GOD!

When the world can’t accept the last challenge, they will automatically see
The Last Greatest Truth of God!

God’s Beauty&Root Truth

The Highest Peak of Human Beauty

KhuongDatLong.com

Part 5
IT’S TIME FOR US TO APPLY
GOD’S GREATEST TRUTHS!

God’s Power, God’s Beauty Truth and God’s Root Truth help you become
extremely beautiful, solve most annoying beauty problems, deal with discrimination
in the wisest way and above all, Reach The Highest Peak of Human Beauty!
Therefore, you need to remember to use those great truths in life.
How to use my solutions in life? With very real stories, I’ll guide you to get
real benefits not only for you but also for other people.
4.1 Is “The Images Are Worth A Thousand Words” Really Correct?
We read and heard about Heidi Photo Scandal. First, we’ll review main
events happening around this.
 Billionaire Donald Trump, 69, and the junior United States
Senator Ted Cruz, 46, were Republican candidates for the Republican
nomination for President of the United States in the 2016 election.
Donald Trump's wife, Melania Trump, 45, is a welry and watch
designer and former model while Heidi Cruz, 43, is Ted Cruz’s wife
and an American investment manager at Goldman Sachs.
 Event 1: A Cruz supporter made an image that was one of
Melania Trump’s skimpy photoshoots to insult her for ‘not being first
lady-like’1

1

Info source: http://hollywoodlife.com/2016/04/03/donald-trump-apologizes-heidi-ted-cruz-photo-tweetmistake/
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 Event 2: Donald Trump later subtweeted: “That is some low
level ad you (Ted Cruz) did using a picture Melania in a GQ shoot. Be
careful or I will spill the beans on your wife.”
 Event 3: 23rd March 2016, Ted Cruz posted a tweet to
respond to the billionaire : "Pic of your wife not from us. Donald, if
you try to attack Heidi, you're more of a coward than I thought.
#classless,"
 Event 4: Trump believed that Cruz himself did it. Donald
Trump fired back by retweeting (he retweeted a follower early
Thursday morning, 24th March) a side-by-side of a beautiful pic of
Melania, with an unflattering picture of Ted Cruz's wife, Heidi Cruz.

Image 5.1 Heidi Photo Scandal

 Event 5: Ted Cruz retweeted Trump and added "Donald, real
men don't attack women. Your wife is lovely, and Heidi is the love of
my life."
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 Event 6: The senator's wife hit back at Donald Trump (on the
campaign trail in Wisconsin): "Well, as you probably know by now,
most of the things, many of the things others say are not based in
reality," Heidi Cruz said. She also denied the photo of Melania Trump
came from her husband’s campaign “In no shape or form are we
related to it"
 Event 7: Donald Trump later tweeted, "Lyin' Ted Cruz
denied that he had anything to do with the G.Q. model photo post of
Melania. That's why we call him Lyin' Ted!"
(Source2)

Donald Trump admitted to the journalist Maureen Dowd (in her April 2
interview about the controversy that continues to follow his campaign): “Yeah, it
was a mistake,” Trump told her. “If I had to do it again, I wouldn’t have sent it.”, he
added. He “apologized” 3 for defaming Heidi. This was certainly not the last event
between two rivals. We won’t talk about who was right or wrong in this scandal
because we don’t know about them at all. However, we’re here to learn from
experience and suppose that the same scandal or something like that will happen in
our life, then how we’ll solve it, how to make it easiest to solve, avoid hurts and
even achieve some good results. But first, you try thinking of answers for the
following questions:
 What do you think when you look at the above photo?
 What did Donald Trump imply via that pic?
 What made Ted Cruz angry at Donald Trump after the
billionaire had sent the pic on internet?

2
3

Info source: http://edition.cnn.com/2016/03/22/politics/ted-cruz-melania-trump-twitter-donald-trump-heidi/
Info source: http://hollywoodlife.com/2016/04/03/donald-trump-apologizes-heidi-ted-cruz-photo-tweet-

mistake/
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 How to stop the event 5 that made the scandal become worse
without hurting them, their family and others?
We’ll not discuss about the event one to three because Melania Trump’s
skimpy photoshoots and “Make America Awsome” campaing (that parodied Donald
Trump’s campaign “Make American Great Again”) are off topic. We’ll not be here
for Donald Trump or Ted Cruz, the same for their wives.
When Donald Trump sent the unflattering picture of Ted Cruz's wife, Mrs
Heidi {the pic read “The images are worth a thousand words” (the 4th event)}, a lot
of people sensed that he was comparing beauty between two women and trying to
undervalue one of them. Of course, you knew who it was. Ted Cruz, after that,
tweeted “real men don't attack women” and reinforced people’s sense by saying
“Your wife is lovely” (the 5th one).
If you have “humane eyes” (also called “inner eyes”), you’ll see we can stop
the event 5 or, even better, turn the scandal into a benefit not only for you but also
for other people. Please look at the following table, then we’ll know what to do for
a better result.

Doald

Trump

and

Ted

the

Heidi

Photo

Scandal with God’s Beauty Truth

Cruz (Event 4,5)
o Donald fired back by
Actions

Solving

 Never insult someone like that.

retweeting the photo

Never compare beauty because of the

scandal

commandment 1 “Trust Your Own
Beauty”) and the commandment 3

o Ted was angry and
asked Donald “real men

“Because It's Your Unique Physique”

don't attack women”. He

 Never undervalue someone like

reinforced people’s sense

that because of the commandment 9

by tweeting “Your wife is

“Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To

lovely”

Look At Yourself And Others”).
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 If you “Never Accept Being
Ugly” (commandment 5) and
“Overcome All Of Bad Feelings”
(commandment 7), you’ll never get
angry like Ted did. Eyes of prejudice
make people lose and accept being
ugly.
 Take different actions to get the
situation better or even make benefits
for you and others (read details
below)
o They fired back each
Results

other
o Both wives and their
family were hurt.
o People out there
(many of us) have been
affected and hurt by beauty
prejudices (‘beauty

 You can keep your beautiful
image
 You keep your great value and
personality
 You avoid being hurt and keep
others (such as your children,
family, folks and friends, etc)
away from being hurt
 You even make big benefits
from the scandal

message’ through their
tweets/fights)
o Some consequences
that can’t be seen (indirect
ones) will take place later...
Important Note: Beautiful Actions
and Amazing Results above (when
using God’s Beauty Truth) will only
take place when you don’t do evil
things or you use “humane eyes”, not
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“eyes of prejudices”. For example, if
Ted Cruz had been the person sending
Melania Trump’s skimpy photoshoots,
beautiful results would never happen.
On the contrary, he could change the
situation and got some benefits (if
using God’s Beauty Truth).
Once again, we’re here to learn from experience and suppose that the same
scandal will happen in our life, then how we’ll solve it, how to make it easiest to
solve, avoid hurts and even achieve some good results.
“Eyes of prejudices” are the main culprit that made the scandal get worse.
The Heidi Photo Scandal was not only about beauty. If you know about God’s
Beauty Truth (called 10 beauty commandments), build habits for them, especially
the commandment 9 and 10, you’ll never have to get angry because of that scandal
picture and its comparison.

"God Is Beautiful.
You're God's Child.
You're Beautiful!"
And if you reach the highest peak of beauty, you’ll see Beauty is not there
(when you look at the above photo).
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“The Highest Peak of Human Beauty Beauty on the outside doesn’t depend on the outside. You look
at yourself and others through your Humane eyes, not eyes of
prejudices. It even becomes a Holy Beauty.”
(Khuong Dat Long)

With eyes of prejudices, you’ll compare and only see a different thing
between two wives. However, with inner eyes, you’ll see not only a different thing
but also one same thing. Actually, only with a different look, you can turn the
above photo scandal into a big benefit.

How To Turn The Above Photo Scandal Into A Big Benefit?
We suppose we are someone like Mr Ted in the same situation and we didn’t
do evil things (didn’t make one of the skimpy photoshoots, for example), we will
take the following actions:
1. With God’s Beauty Truth, Donald’s words (comparison) are
meaningless and he is objecting to God (please reread what I
explained in part 2, page 9). Therefore, we don’t need to be mad at his
words. We can even smile or laugh at that pic and we can show that
via a tweet that is absolutely different from Ted’s. We’re always
beautiful because we’re God’s children. At this step, you can stop the
event 5 and don’t get angry.
2. We, later, can create a thing that will make people support back to us
(if we were Ted, we could have encouraged American people,
especially women, to get more votes). But how?
3. Example: You can tweet like this:
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(for illustration only)

Even better, you can combine words above with the photo that Donald sent
and make a new image that can change the bad situation.
You can also tweet (just for example): “Of course, ‘the images are worth a
thousand words’, but a word (God**)4 is worth a billion images”, etc. Why?
Because no matter what the bad says, whatever billion images they show, God is
beautiful, we’re God’s children, we’re beautiful! It’s Beauty Truth of God. If you
or anybody don’t believe that, as I said, try to object to that! Use your initiative to
make various ideas.
With God’s Beauty Truth, you can turn the scandal into a new situation that
will benefit you and others. If Ted Cruz had known and applied God’s Beauty Truth
and had tweeted like that, he could have got benefits not only for him and his wife
(he could have affirmed his wife’s beauty and kept her values) but also for other
women, girls and men over the world. Through that tweet using God’s Beauty
Truth, Ted could have showed the world the truth and made people, especially
female, feel good and easy on their in- and outside. Especially, Ted also would have
showed the world, especially American people that he respected Melanie, not
undervalued her by saying “We’re God’s children. We’re beautiful”. This means he
would have created a win-win-win situation (he-his wife-people). Of course, if Ted
had done that, we believe people would have had a good thought on him and,
perhaps, voted for him many more than ever. Certainly, the situation would become
4

Re-read the part 2 page 11, please
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better than it was. I’m sure after the Heidi Photo Scandal, a lot of people, especially
women, girls and wives who read and knew about the scandal, still have had bad
feelings about their body and beauty comparison. Wives can be afraid of beauty
comparisons from their husbands. The same for husbands. Donald Trump and even
Ted Cruz made eyes of prejudices (beauty prejudice) get stronger although they
perhaps didn’t realize that. You can only win when you have the inner eyes and the
truth (God’s Beauty Truth).
What about “No needs to ‘spill the beans’” (Trump’s words)? If we are good
people, our fear on that threat is unreasonable.
If you are an atheist, how can you use God’s Beauty Truth in this situation?
Please read my answer in part 3 again. God’s Beauty Truth and God’s Root Truth
are not for Christians only.
Someone may choose a different way to solve the scandal. They think if they
are not interested in beauty, they’ll not be hurt by Donald’s attack. That means
Donald ‘shot’ the wrong target and Ted had no need to be angry. What about Mrs
Cruz? She was not interested in her appearance, wasn’t she? Wasn’t she hurt by
Trump’s beauty comparison. We don’t know about that.
People often think men don’t pay attention to their appearance/beauty much.
Some men really have no care about their appearance. They think beauty is mainly
for female. However, this is not a reality. Beauty on the outside usually connects to
values of a person and affection is an important factor. Many men don’t take great
interest in beauty (their appearance), but they’ll be angry or it’ll hurt a man’s pride
when someone tries to attack him through his outside. For real example, a man
living in Delhi, India filed for divorce because his wife often commented on his
weight. In March 22 2016, The High Court of Delhi upheld the judge's decision (in
the lower court) made in 2012. Judge Vipin Singh affirmed that it hurt the self-
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esteem of any man when he was often called 'fat elephant' by his wife. Delhi court
termed it cruelty. That was everyday trauma of the husband (victim) 5.
Back to the photo scandal, Ted was angry because Donald threatened “spill
the beans” and compared beauty between two wives. We don’t discuss about “spill
the beans” because it’s off topic and we don’t know about them at all. In this
situation, Ted absolutely paid attention to beauty (Melania’s and his wife’s
appearance) and clearly sensed what Donald implied through the pic. However,
eyes of prejudices (beauty prejudices) made him find it hard to overcome Donald’s
attack. Donald also sensed (or knew) people/public (with eyes of prejudies) also
sensed/understood what he implied via that pic.
With eyes of (beauty) prejudices, everyone lost in this scandal. If Ted had
known about God’s Beauty Truth, he wouldn’t have got mad at Donald, and would
have made some benefit for his campaign (such as: got more votes or won public’s
heart) as I said.
God’s Beauty Truth does always exist. If something like the photo scandal
happens in our life, why don’t we use God’s Beauty Truth to create a win-win-win
situation?

The Answer
“The images are worth a thousand words”. Really!? Is this correct?
People’ve ever thought: yes, it is. Actually, in this situation, it depends on
your ‘eyes’
The answer is “Yes” if it comes from eyes of prejudices.
Absolutely “No” if it is from humane eyes and when once you reach the
highest peak of human beauty, you’ll understand it well! When we are at that peak,
look at the photo again and we may shake our head from left to right: “Beauty is
here? Really?”…

5

Info source: http://www.deccanchronicle.com/nation/crime/270316/mota-hathi-husband-abused-by-wifefor-being-fat-delhi-court-calls-it-cruelty.html
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4.2 It’s Time For US To Apply God’s Root Truth!
If your boss or your leader or his/her supporters is a racist, sexist and has
created hurts and hatred, what will be the wisest way to protest or deal with the bad?

Do you remember this:
If you discriminate against others (because of prejudices), treat them
based on discrimination and you consider that as an ‘anxiom’, the
world (people and God) will automatically discriminate against you
by your own ‘anxiom’*6. (Khuong Dat Long)

Use God’s Power: God’s Root Truth. It’s time for US to apply God’s Root
Truth. The ‘key’ solving this teaser is:
9. Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look At Yourself And Others
10. DO USE GOD'S ROOT TRUTH TO LIVE.
A serious matter is: people who combatted or are protesting the
bad/discrimination forget a vital thing: GOD! They are only using human powers to
fight against the racist, sexist. If a racist, sexist is a country leader or a person who
has billions of money and use it to amplify racism or other bad things, people will
find it’s difficult to protest that bad person.
The wisest way to fight against the racist, sexist is we have to unite together
and use a different power that is much stronger than human power. It is God’s
Power: God’s Root Truth!

Instead of “axiom”, I still keep the word “anxiom” in my affirmation. Please click this link to read my
special explanation: http://khuongdatlong.com
6
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"God is Holy Parent
You’re God’s Child
So Am I.
We’re God's Children!"

Do you remember what I said in the previous part “If the racist, sexist is an
atheist or an Anti-God, what will we do? Many people think that bad people who
discriminate against human beings and don't believe in God's existence won’t fear
God’s punishment. However, History/Reality proves that they, the bad (even the
cruelest

people/leaders),

always

fear

real

punishments

from

God’s

children/people. History always proves and shows us that: “Good always triumphs
over evil” and “Curses come home to roost”. The cruelest people or leaders (in
history) always had to pay for their actions in the end heavily.” ?
I carefully showed (and explained) that to you in the previous part, you
should please look at it once again. People all over the world who have or don’t
have God (atheists) have the same target: Good, because it brings Human beings
Happiness and Awesome things. When we have God with us and we come together,
we’ll have enough power to protest and dominate the racist, sexist who objects to
God and is the archenemy of God.
Human power is not enough. Remember: you fight against not only the
racist, sexist but also the worst thing on earth: Discrimination! Triumphing over the
bad is important, but abolishing Discrimination is much more important! Because
the latter is Root! We need the stronger one and general moral behaviors, law,
social relations as well as other factors/sources (such as education, policies,
technology) are main supports.
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Triumphing over the bad is important, but abolishing
Discrimination is much more important! Because the latter is
Origin!

Don’t Let It Be Too Late!
I said in the previous part “Human history proves the bad has to pay for their
cruel actions until they don’t have anything to pay for”, but do you really know
what is the worst thing? It is: Before the bad has to pay for their cruel actions, there
will be a lot of good and innocent people who will have to suffer the consequences
heavily from people’s silence, neglect. It’ll be a heavier price they who knew how
and what to do but do nothing will have to pay.
You’re a Winner because you know solutions in this book. You have a huge
power and your God is that power! However, how will people out there be if no one
tells them about these solutions, if no one lets them know that their God is their real
power? How can atheists have a good affection and what will they have to do if
even God’s children also don’t know and use their real power?
Silence and neglect or something like that, therefore, are bad actions in this
situation.

Before the bad has to pay for their cruel actions, there will be a lot of good
and innocent people who will have to suffer the consequences heavily from
people’ silence, neglect. It’ll be a heavier price they who knew how and
what to do but do nothing will have to pay.
(Khuong Dat Long)
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One thing you should know that: To the bad, the meaning of the word
“price” have different aspects, but this matter is now too soon to talk. The price the
bad has to pay is not as heavy as the one of the ‘good’ (people with their silence
and neglect!). The meaning of the word “price” (for good people) is just so bad.
Don’t wait until there’re many innocent and good people out there having to suffer
the consequences heavily.
Therefore, in order not to see US have to pay a heavier price, one of the
fastest ways is: letting them know about God’s Greatest Truths, especially God’s
Root Truth because they are the answer for the problems. “Eyes of prejudices” are
the main culprit that make beauty and especially discrimination problems worse and
worse. When people know their real power, they’ll have power enough to dominate
and destroy evil. We do want a peaceful, rich, healthy and happy life, don’t we?
Moral behaviors, laws, social relations and other factors (such as policies,
education, technology) are main helpful supports.

How To Make People Have Power Enough To Dominate And Destroy Evil?

This solution ebook with its target is bringing people solutions that provide
them real power to live strongly, richly, healthily, beautifully and happily. This
ebook is for those who are facing difficulties, suffering beauty and discrimination
problems that stop their happiness and make their lives miserable. Solutions in this
ebook are specially for people who feel incapable of solving most annoying beauty
and discrimination problems in life.
Therefore, the faster people know about God Greatest Truths, the faster
they have power to triumph over the bad and the faster they have a peaceful and
happy life. Of course, the least hurts/pains appear! If you don’t know exactly what
way to do it, why don’t you do the following way because it is one of the fastest
ones:
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Share this solution ebook with your friends, family, students or
anyone in order to make people's lives easy and happy. Please
copy & share this link with them:
http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com

Discriminating against people (because of prejudices) is Objection to God,
Human Beings and is really a bad Sin in the eyes of God.
Human History proved my words and affirmations correct, but this time I
know I, you and people, especially the good, will not want to see a real proof of
History (about the heavier price) because at that time, it’ll be too late! I really don’t
want to see people with silence, neglect have to pay a heavier price later. I am not
telling you a prophecy. I don’t predict it, but I know it well.
Don’t let it be too late!
A Fiction Story That Exists In Real Life
Before finishing this part and going to the next interesting one, I have a
fiction story about a king with black curly hair named Amabo to tell you.
***
Once upon a time…
In a powerful country, there was a strange prejudice and people with black
curly hair were discriminated against and badly behaved by ones with white (not
gray) straight hair. They thought people with white straight hair were more
beautiful, attractive and smarter. It was not a matter of Beauty only. Before Amabo
became a king, all former kings had been ones with white straight hair!
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Therefore, a lot of people in whole country, especially ones with black curly
hair, were very happy and felt excited when he won and became the first king with a
different hairstyle! They thought that he would be the important person who could
abolish or, at least, strongly reduce that disgusting prejudice.
…
Time passed. It was time for people to select a new king because of law of
the country. After eight years, people saw his hair become white (and gray too), but
the worst thing (prejudice of black curly hair) still remained, even was getting
worse! Many people who had used to feel happy and excited, now felt sad and
wondered what the black-curly-hair king had done during his eight years.
In fact, there was an apprehensible reason. He might have done his best to
reduce

the

prejudice,

but

he

didn’t

know

a

truth:

laws,

policies,

important or powerful positions (even a powerful position of a king) or wealth
couldn’t make bad people stop using their eyes of prejudices to look at others and
even themselves! Of course, those things also couldn’t solve the problem deeply.
He, the king with black curly hair, failed in his most important mission. Why? Some
people had tried to find out that. Many people recognized he many times had
avoided mentioning God in his king jobs although his people had believed in
Supreme Being and certainly, he had never been considering God being the ultimate
answer for the discrimination problems of his country.
Someone had sent this question to him, but didn’t receive his answer:
“Where Is Your GOD In The War Against Discrimination?”
Now, when he was about to give up power, he had to suffer the
consequences. Discrimination in his country was becoming worse now. People with
black curly hair continued being badly behaved by ones with white straight hair. A
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lot of them wanted to change their hairstyle forever! Many young teens with black
curly hair wanted to grow old soon in order for their hair to turn white. However,
the more painful thing happened to the king: not him, but his beloved was the
person who had to heavily suffer the consequences first from attacks of people who
have white straight hair. That was his wife, she was called the First Gentlewoman
and she also had black curly hair!
***
The king’s black curly hairstyle can be changed in real life easily, but there
are different important things that can’t be changed forever…

It’s time for US to apply God’s Greatest Truths!
Don’t Let It Be Too Late.
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Part 6
MY CHALLENGE FOR GENIUSES
Challenge will become ‘Challenge’ if it itself makes us see great truths,
power that will make our life extraordinarily happy and meaningful.

First, you need to know who a Beauty Genius is.

A Beauty Genius
There’re many Geniuses in many fields in the world, but there hasn’t ever
been a Genius in the field of Human Beauty.

Image 1.1. Leonardo da Vinci1

1

An Italian polymath whose areas of interest included invention, painting, sculpting, architecture, science,
music, mathematics, engineering, literature, anatomy, geology, astronomy, botany, writing, history, and
cartography (wiki)
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Image 1.2. Wolfgangus Theophilus Mozart2

A Beauty Genius is a Genius in the field of Human Beauty who can make
someone become The Most Beautiful Man or The Most Beautiful Woman in The
World in the high-spirited denotation. He/she can accept my challenge and provide
absolutely different solutions in order to solve most annoying beauty problems,
deal with discrimination and make people reach The Highest Peak of Beauty.

2

A prolific and influential composer of the Classical era (wiki)
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The Challenger Of A Beauty Genius And A Genius Who Was Incapable Of
Seeing God’s Existence
(I hold them in high esteem, especially the beauty genius.)
I’m the challenger of a Beauty Genius who can accept my challenge, provide
an absolutely different solution and make it real. That can be you?
Albert Einstein3 is widely regarded as a genius in the field of physics. But
why am I challenging him while he isn’t here anymore, in this life? Why don’t I
challenge someone else?

Image 1.5. Albert Einstein

3

Was a German-born theoretical physicist. He developed the general theory of relativity, one of the two pillars
of modern physics (alongside quantum mechanics. Einstein's work is also known for its influence on the
philosophy of science. Einstein is best known in popular culture for his mass–energy equivalence formula E =
2
mc (Wiki)
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Because of Einstein's "God letter" to Eric B. Gutkind in 3/1/1954!

Image 1.6. Einstein's "God letter" to Eric B. Gutkind

This letter was widely published over the world and people know it very
well. He said in this letter:
“The word God is for me nothing more than the expression and product of
human weakness”
“…For me the Jewish religion like all other religions is an incarnation of the
most childish superstitions”
Remember that this letter was written one year before his death in 1955 and
after a lifetime of learning and thought. Therefore, people know that was Einstein's
final words on God.
You, keep reading this book and finally, I’m sure you’ll understand what and
why I’m challenging him. I suppose he were alive.
How can Albert Einstein give his answer for this challenge (while he isn’t
here anymore)?
Reality. Truth. Of course. We’ll see his answer through reality. In fact, after
reading this book, you’ll be able to know his answer. I believe that. My solutions
that I’m revealing to you also will be seen/proved through reality, truth of human
life. Don’t forget Human History, as you know (if you read my former updates),
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proved my words, affirmations correct and let you see the reality. You and anyone
also can apply them (my solutions) to life and see their answer. However, after
reading this book, you will know you’ll need one vital thing to apply them to your
life.

Billions of people around the world (many of them are talented scientists,
presidents, artists, billionaires, even geniuses in many fields, etc…who are
Christians or people belonging to many different religions) joined and will join
Christmas with their family, friends in their excitement, joy and happiness. If these
billions of people and religions are considered/called “weakness”, “most childish
superstitions”, what will this genius be called with his following affirmation:
“Christmas is the festival of peace…
This holiday reminds us that all people yearn for peace”
-Albert EisteinHe was incapable of seeing God’s existence. However, his above words
accidentally show the existence of God. Do you notice it?
A person (male/female) who trusts his/her own beauty, looks at
himself/herself and others with humane eyes, pursues truth both in and outside…and
loves God in order for him/her to become amazingly beautiful and live a strong,
rich, healthy, beautiful and happy life is a weak human (as Albert Einstein said),
isn’t he/she? If this were true, it’d really be the most ridiculous thing on earth!;
Otherwise, he/she is full of nervous energy and can’t but look so beautiful. That
must be a person who trusts in, loves and adores God.
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My Challenge For Geniuses
Can you make yourself and people solve most annoying beauty problems,
deal with discriminations and reach the highest peak of human beauty without the
following God’s Beauty&Root Truth (called 10 Beauty Commandments of God)?

1. Trust Your Own Beauty
2. Take

100%

Responsibility

For

Your

Beauty

(Decisions)
3. You Always Have A Unique Physique and Beauty.
4. Separate Health And Beauty. No Matter How Your
Health Is, You Are Always Beautiful. Take Care Of
Your Invaluable Health Carefully.
5. Never Accept Being Ugly.
6. Get Beauty To Increase Your Human Worthiness.
7. Overcome All Of Bad Feelings About Your Beauty
And Make Changes Successively until You're
Extremely Beautiful!
8. Pursue Truth Both In And Outside.
9. Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look At Yourself
And Others
10. DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH TO LIVE.
DO USE GOD'S ROOT TRUTH TO LIVE.

Now, can you know Mr Albert Einstein’s answer?
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I challenge a beauty genius and the genius Albert Einstein with their unique
way can do that without God’s Greatest Truths even when they use cosmetics,
makeups, have plastic/cosmetic surgery, use photoshop or any most modern beauty
technology.

*My Challenge for A Beauty Genius:
You’ll Be Regarded As A Genius When You Can Do The Following Things
WITHOUT God’s Beauty Truth and God’s Root Truth:
 Solve Most Annoying Beauty Problems and Discrimination based on
Skin color/Race/Gender/…
 Make Someone Become The Most Beautiful Man or Most Beautiful
Woman In The World
 Make People Reach The Highest Peak of Human Beauty.

*My Challenge for The Genius Albert Einstein:
Mr Albert Einstein said “The word God is for me nothing more than the
expression and product of human weakness”
We know anyone who can reach the highest peak of human beauty is not
only a child/person of God4, and new 10 commandments of God (God’s 10 Beauty
Commandments) are first for human beings. However, only God’s real children
have a special power that helps them reach the high-spirited peak easier and faster.
[Although Albert Einstein is not here in this life anymore, I suppose he were
alive as I said from the beginning]
I challenge him that he can look for a human in this world or he himself can
solve most annoying beauty problems and discrimination without God’s Greatest
Truths even when he uses any most modern technology (sciences)!
4

Re-read the part 3, please
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If someone and Mr Albert could do the reverse that ‘beauty on the outside
depends on the outside’5 and ‘look at themselves and people with eyes of
prejudices’, I challenge them could become beautiful on the in/-outside, especially
on the outside and keep their beauty last forever. Therefore,

I Challenge That Mr Einstein Can Do The Following Things WITHOUT
God’s Beauty Truth and God’s Root Truth:
 Solve Most Annoying Beauty Problems and Abolish Discrimination
 Make Someone Become The Most Beautiful Man or Most Beautiful
Woman In The World
 Make People Reach The Highest Peak of Human Beauty.

Khuong Dat Long
– How To Reach The Highest Peak Of Human Beauty? I’ll Reveal All!

Watch the following video named “World Beauty Challenge”, please: Video link:
http://khuongdatlong.com/
5
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CONCLUSION
God and science have an intimate relation. We shouldn’t think religion
against science and vice versa. How many scientists, doctors, teachers, billionaires,
entrepreneurs, artists, even geniuses, etc…in this world who love their God can you
count? In fact, God has nourished many talented scientists and others in this world
and God has been making them help human life get better. Do you remember
Mother Teresa1 and her great dedication to the world of charitable works? Have you
ever heard about the Black Death, or the Black Plague which “was one of the most
deadly pandemics in human history” 2? Vladimir Havkin3, a Russian Empire Jewish
bacteriologist, “the

first microbiologist who

developed

and used vaccines

against cholera and bubonic plague”. He was a great scientist and a deeply religious
man. They’re merely shining examples. Sometimes, that happens so silently that
you can’t see or know about it. Why don’t we: Love God and Do science with the
spirit of God “science for humane things”? We can’t conclude and say that all
things of religion are “childish superstitions’. What do you think about the role of
God’s ten commandments that God gave Moses on Mount Sinai to serve as
principles of moral behavior for the human race? How do you think about our
human life if without moral behavior? Can Science have and play such a significant
role in the lives of most of people all over the world like Religion?
We know it’s likely to have misconceptions, prejudices in both science and
religion. Misconceptions, prejudices in science need abolishing. The same for
religion. As long as we become happier and more humane.
There is an important relation between Beauty (especially beauty on the
outside) and scientific knowledge of human body. People should discover their own
body. It’ll absolutely help us become healthily beautiful and get most comfortable
1

In 2003, she was beatified as "Blessed Teresa of Calcutta". She was the recipient of numerous honours,
including the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize.
2 Info source: http://www.oddee.com/item_90608.aspx
3 Info source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waldemar_Haffkine
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and confident. Beauty and health have an intimate relation, of course. Take care of
our invaluable health with health sciences and follow, do the ten beauty
commandments of God to become beautiful happily. Remember, no discrimination
among us as long as we fight against eyes of prejudices and abolish evil things. If
there’s a discrimination among us, it is: Good or evil, the good or the bad. The
matter is: which one will you choose and who do you want to be in the end?

No discrimination among us, as long as we fight against eyes of
prejudices and abolish evil things. If there’s a discrimination among
us, it is: Good or evil, the good or the bad. The matter is: which one
will you choose and who do you want to be in the end?

***
Albert Einstein, in his Autobiographical Notes, said “I soon reached the
conviction that much in the stories of the Bible could not be true”.
I don’t say anything about his above affirmation. I just agree with him that
there’s one important thing in the Bible that is NOT TRUE and it needs abolishing.
But, that’s another story.
And after the last great secret – the 3rd Greatest Truth Of God - is revealed in
the future, we won’t any longer live in the world we’ve ever known. The world will
be turned upside-down.
But now: It’s time for US to apply God’s Beauty&Root Truth!
Because there’re emerging evil forces at present. If we don’t stop them now,
they will do that to US. Don’t let people, even the good, have to pay a price much
heavier than the bad. Don’t let it be too late!
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I’m A Little Child of God.
I Want All of God’s Children and Atheists To
Know About This Solution eBook and Take Benefits from it.

All The Best!
God Bless You,
Khuong Dat Long
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Appendix 1
LETTER ABOUT ‘ANXIOM’
(January 20 2017)

Here is my letter1 for explanation why I still keep the word “anxiom”
(instead of ‘axiom’):

Dear members and visitors of KhuongDatLong.com,
Thank you for downloading, reading and sharing my top-secret
ebook with others. I write this letter to specially thank a man for badly
criticizing on one mistake I made in the 3rd update. He said to me I had
written a wrong word "anxiom" (instead of 'axiom') in my following
affirmation:
"If you discriminate against others (because of prejudices), treat
them based on discrimination and you consider that as an ‘anxiom’, the
world (people and God) will automatically discriminate against you by
your own ‘anxiom’. (Khuong Dat Long)"
Although he said he could understand what I had said, his intense
criticism was awful. If someone has a reaction like his, please read the
following explanation that I said to him:
{...
The word "anxiom", of course, doesn't appear in any English
dictionary. It is exactly "axiom". Yes, I had a misspelling.
Firstly, thank you so much for being interested in my ebook and
criticizing on that word in spite of your heavy criticism.

1 It was posted on my site in January 20 2017
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Secondly, English is not my native language/mother tongue. I
have questions for you, a native English speaker:

 During your life, can you write/speak everything with
spellings and grammars 100% correct?
 If you could do this, please try to accept my challenge
in my book!
If all people all over the world and even you who use English as a
native

language/mother

tongue

could

write/speak

every

words

WITHOUT a misspelling, even a grammar error during life, criticize on
me in the awful way. Criticism is just good if it comes from goodwill and
contribution. My English vocabularies that I used in the ebook are very
simple words in order for everyone in the world can understand the
solutions easily. My ebook with solutions needs the simplest words to
solve the hardest problems. That is one of the reasons I deeply believe
why I was born and grown up in a country whose native language is not
English!
Thirdly, I sometimes use English with misspellings, even grammar
errors to describe my words, affirmations and solutions, but I challenge
Geniuses in the world, especially a 'genius' of (English) language can
provide solutions absolutely different from mine and solve most
annoying beauty and discrimination problems even when they can
write everything with spellings and grammars 100% correct during their
life. So, what is much more important: mispelling, grammar error or
solutions for human life? However, the most important thing is: My
words and affirmations in the ebook were proved CORRECT by Human
History

after

I

had

revealed/provided

those

solutions.

They,

automatically, don't need proving by anyone, even me. The world now
is beholding racism raising up in a country with most advanced sciences
and technologies, but the country failed in abolishing discrimination.
This can happen to your country, sir. Therefore, at this time, we, for
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US, need solutions that can deeply solve the worst problems. We now
should focus on applying CORRECT SOLUTIONS instead of correct
spellings, right?
Finally,

because

of

bad

things

(beauty

and

especially

discrimination problems) happening in the world, I still will keep the
word 'anxiom' in my top-secret ebook because of A Special Reason2!
This word is only used in my following affirmation:
"If you discriminate against others (because of prejudices), treat
them based on discrimination and you consider that as an ‘anxiom’,
the world (people and God) will automatically discriminate against you
by your own ‘anxiom’ "
(Khuong Dat Long)

...}

Hope you (members and visitors) have something good through
this story.

Cordially,
Khuong Dat Long.
{Author of Solutions: How To Reach The Highest Peak Of Human
Beauty?}

P.S. Dear everyone, since my 4th Update of the ebook (released
in 20/1/2017), I will continue keeping the word "anxiom" instead of
"axiom" in my affirmation only. However, I will write the affirmation
text with a footnote and in red, just like this (download the 4 th Update
and look at it on page 21)

2 Read the next Appendix 2 (reason I create God Anxiom’s Day)
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PPS. While I was writing this letter, I got an interesting idea:
"Why don't I make the day 20/1 become more meaningful, more
humane and greater?". Therefore, I decided: God Anxiom's Day (or
called God Root Truth's Day) is celebrated every year on 20 January!
It's the day when we show our Respects to People, supports for Human
Equality, Anti-Discrimination and show Love for God! Besides, we'll also
have 11 God Anxiom's Preparation Days celebrated on the 20th day
of each month to prepare for the God Anxiom's Day 20/1. Please learn
more here3. People all over the world can join these events by clicking
the following button "Enjoy God Anxiom's Day" (on 20/1 each year) and
the buttons "Enjoy God Anxiom's Preparation Day" (on 20/each month)

3 Read the next Appendix 2
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Appendix 2
GOD ANXIOM’S DAY
20 JANUARY
The following information and ideas about this new event will be added and
updated until they are in the best. Please visit KhuongDatLong.com for more details
and join the event.

What is God Anxiom's Day?
It's the day when we show Respects to People, our supports for Human
Equality, Anti-Discrimination and show Love for God (if you're a child/person of
God)!
Who can join God Anxiom's Day?
Everyone: Children of God (Jesus, Buddha, Shiva, Allah, etc...) and Atheists
When is God Anxiom's Day celebrated?
It is celebrated on 20 January each year
How did God Anxiom's Day start?
I had the idea God Anxiom’s Day when writing a letter. I want to make the
day 20/1 become more meaningful, more humane and greater! Please read my
“Letter for ‘Anxiom’ – 20/1/2017”
What are true meanings behind God Anxiom's Day?
1) No Discrimination (based on race/gender/etc...) among people! By
clicking

the following button "Enjoy God Anxiom's Day" (on

khuongdatlong.com), you show people that you always respect others,
support Human Equality, Anti-Discrimination and show your Love for
your God!
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2) This event lets people remember the affirmation: "If you discriminate
against others (because of prejudices), treat them based on
discrimination and you consider that as an ‘anxiom’, the world
(people and God) will automatically discriminate against you by your
own ‘anxiom’*1. "
3) We, all of us, have a day (and other ones in a year) to enjoy Peace,
Health, Beauty and Happiness! (Because We Have God' Rooth
Truth):
"God is Holy Parent
You're God's Child
So Am I!
We're God's Children."

What benefits does God Anxiom's Day bring people?
1) We, all of us, have a special day 20/1 (a day off in a year) to enjoy Peace,
Health, Beauty and Happiness! (Because We Have God' Rooth Truth)
2) God Anxiom's Day directly contributes benefits to Human Life: It
Abolishes Unfairness/Discrimination.
3) Bringing People Peace, Health, Beauty and Happiness!
4) God Anxiom's Day directly contributes benefits to God's World: It Makes
People Love and Stay With Their God.
5) People will develop their love and have good relationships.

As I explained: Instead of “axiom”, I still keep the word “anxiom” in my affirmation. Please click this link
to read my special explanation: http://khuongdatlong.com
1
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How to celebrate This event 20/1 each year?
Because this is the first time of God Anxiom's Day (20/1/2017), information
and ideas about this event will be added more and updated until they are in the best.
The way to celebrate this day (first ideas):
1) Take and Share Benefits with People by Downloading the latest
Update of this solution ebook (the more the ebook is updated, the
more benefits you and others have), Copying and Sharing the link:
http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com
2) Read and Remember the affirmation: "If you discriminate against
others (because of prejudices), treat them based on discrimination and
you consider that as an ‘anxiom’, the world (people and God) will
automatically discriminate against you by your own ‘anxiom’*. "
3) Show Your Love for Your God & Enjoy this day with your family,
friends, beloved in Peace, Health, Beauty and Happiness! (Because
We Have God' Rooth Truth):
"God is Holy Parent
You're God's Child
So Am I!
We're God's Children."
Specially, God Anxiom's Day 20/1 is the day when we show Respects to
People, show our Anti-Discrimination, show supports for Human Equality and
show Love for God. People all over the world can join this event by clicking the
following button "Enjoy God Anxiom's Day". By clicking this button, you show
people that you always respect people, support Human Equality, AntiDiscrimination and show your Love for your God voluntarily!

(See you next year: 20/Jan/2018!)
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On this day, people will have God Anxiom cheer (because of God’s Rooth
Truth) and warm meals including God Anxiom Soup and Wonderful Sweet Gruel
(with White cow-pea+Black beans+Yellow beans+Red and Green beans in recipes)
that are very delicious and healthy. This day is a day off.

Enjoy Delicious & Healthy Foods in God Anxiom's Day!

What is God Anxiom's Preparation Days?
They're the days before God Anxiom's Day (20/1 each year) when we
prepare to show our Respects to People (although this is a Thing we always do in
life daily!), our supports for Human Equality, Anti-Discrimination and show Love
for God (if you're a child of God)!
When is God Anxiom's Preparation Day celebrated?
It is celebrated on 20 of each month in a year.
So, we have 11 God Anxiom's Preparation Days & 1 God Anxiom's Day in
one year.
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For example: In 20/1/2017 we will celebrate the FIRST God Anxiom's Day.
After that, each month from February to December, we will celebrate one God
Anxiom's Preparation Day on the 20th day (20/2; 20/3; 20/4...20/12 in 2017) to
prepare for the SECOND God Anxiom's Day in 20/1/2018!
What are true meanings behind God Anxiom's Preparation Days?
The same as God Anxiom's Day. They are Preparations for the MAIN event.
This day of each month will help people daily remember that they have to Respect
others!.
How to celebrate God Anxiom's Preparation Days?
The same as God Anxiom's Day. However, they are not days off.
Besides, God Anxiom Soup and Wonderful Sweet Gruel are main foods in
meals in our main event (20/1), but they are options on Preparation Days.

(Join the FIRST God Anxiom’s Preparation Day in February/20/2017!)

What are special differences between God Anxiom's Day and God
Anxiom's Preparation Day?
1) God Anxiom's Day is a day off while Preparation Day is not.
2) God Anxiom Soup and Wonderful Sweet Gruel are main foods in meals in
our main event (20/1), but they are options on Preparation Days.
What are important notices?
1) I created God Anxiom's Day in order for God's children to show their
Love for their God (Jesus, Buddha, Shiva, Allah, etc...) and show their Huge
Respects to people: No discrimination. I mean if you support Human Equality,
Anti-Discrimination, whoever your God is or if you’re an atheist, you can join this
big event with people all over the world!
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2) The same as Christmas event, everyone who belongs to any religious
group can join this event voluntarily because of its great meaning: No
discrimination among us!
3) God's Root Truth is for everyone. Therefore, atheists can always join
with others in God Anxiom's Day because of Peace, Beauty, Health and
Happiness!
4) God Anxiom’s Day is a new event and of course, it’s not been officially
celebrated all over the world. Therefore, you can’t have a real day off in your
country. However, if the day 20/1 each year is not your day off (you must work),
you should take time off work after working hours. I hope in the future, God
Anxiom’s Day will be a real day off for people because of its meanings, in order
for people to show their Respects to others, show supports for Human Equality,
Anti-Discrimination and show Love for their God.
5) I really want God Anxiom's (Preparation) Day to become as interesting,
funny, peaceful as Christmas that I love it and so do others! Therefore, if you
have any idea to make God Anxiom's Day get better, please contact me at
khuongdatlong@gmail.com. I would appreciate your contributions! Thank you
very much!
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UPDATE NOTE!
You can read this book, learn more about God Anxiom’s Day, find other
useful information and download the latest updates on khuongdatlong.com. If you
like, please bookmark this site for convenience.
You should always read the latest update because: the more this ebook is
updated, the more benefits you’ll have.
You’re reading: The 5th Update
Start: January/23/2017
Released: January/24/2017

***

{Share This eBook, Share Happiness, Success and Strength!}
Link to Copy & Share:
http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com
Copyright 2016-2017, KhuongDatLong.com
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